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  We advocate a sample return mission to the youngest mare 
basalts in Oceanus Procellarum 

  This mission would provide: 
  Much-needed calibration of model surface ages 
  New insights into the timing and evolution of mare volcanism 

  These science objectives requires detailed analyses of: 
  Composition 
  Mineralogy 
  Rock Textures 
  Physical Properties 
  Radiometric ages 

  Terrestrial laboratories are most realistic pathway to achieve these 
measurement objectives 





Compositional diversity of mare basalts 

  Mare basalts cover 
~17% of the lunar 
surface 

  Direct window into the 
composition of the 
lunar interior 

  We have not sampled 
the full range of mare 
basalt compositions 



Temporal diversity of mare basalts 
  We have not directly 

sampled the full range of 
mare basalt ages 
  Apollo and Luna mare ages 

range from 3.8-3.1 Ga 
  Even more recent lunar meteorite 

ages 

  Mare volcanism began as early 
as  ~4.3 Ga 

  Continued until ~1.2 Ga? 

  Fewer points anchor the 
more recent (Erastosthenian, 
Copernican) periods of the 
lunar chronology 

Lunar Cratering Chronology 

From Stoffler and Ryder (2001) 



The youngest mare basalts? 
  Youngest model age is unit directly 

south of the Aristarchus Plateau 

From Hiesinger et al., 2009 



 Sampling Location 

Marius Hills 

• LRO data enables precise landing site determination 



Notional Mission Concept   

  Goal:  fit within Discovery 
program budgetary constraints 

  Notional spacecraft concepts 
  Single landed element with 

automated sample collection and 
return capabilities 

  Nearside landing site simplifies 
execution 

  Collects and returns no more than 
1 kg of bulk regolith 

  Mission duration no longer than 1 
lunar day 



Conclusions 
  Young Procellarum basalt sample return is… 

   Straightforward 
  Cost-effective  
  Addresses key science questions 

  Evolution of the lunar interior 
  Flux of mare volcanism 
  Calibrates lunar absolute chronology 
  Implications not just for Moon, but all other 

terrestrial planets 
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